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Greg didn't believe Lemon Brown had a
treasure because it didn't make sense to him.
He thought that a person who wears rags and
lives in an abandoned building couldn't have
some kind of a treasure or anything else worth
stealing.

Distinguishing different perspectives
In the beginning of the story Lemon Brown thought
that Greg was just another thug coming to steal his
treasure. In the end of the story Lemon Brown's
perspective changes. Lemon Brown understands that
Greg didn't come to steal his treasure and that he is a
good kid. Greg helped him when the thugs came in,
Greg sat and listened to his stories about his life and
respected him and valued his
opinion as an adult.

Inferring
Mr. Kelada chose to lose the bet that he had
with Mr. Ramsay because he wanted to
protect Mrs. Ramsay from having her secret
revealed. Reading between the lines, we can
understand that Mr. Kelada knew that the
necklace was real, which meant that Mrs.
Ramsay must have had an affair with another
man, and by revealing the truth about the
necklace, the affair would be exposed.

Uncovering motives
By asking George this question, Mr. Cattanzara
forces George to face the fact that he hasn’t
read any books throughout the summer. Mr.
Cattanzara's purpose in doing so is to motivate
George to fulfill his goal and start reading the
books and as a result, make something of
himself.

16) Thank You Ma'm:
This quote explains the main theme in the story. In the story "Thank You M'am" Mrs.
Jones helps Roger, takes care of him, feeds him, makes sure he is clean, and gives
him money to buy the blue suede shoes he wants to bad. She wants to teach Roger a
lesson that stealing is wrong, but she doesn't do it by punishing or embarrassing him.
She teaches Roger a lesson by being kind to him. She treats Roger with dignity and
respect. She forgives him for trying to steal her purse and she wants to show him he
can trust her and be trusted. These acts of kindness inspire Roger not to make
mistakes again.

17) The Road Not Taken
This quote connects directly to the message of the poem and its setting. The poem
takes place in the woods and represents a traveler who faces a dilemma. He sees
two different roads in front of him and he doesn't know which road to take. The
dilemma the traveler faces is an allegory for different dilemmas we face in our lives.
Just as the traveler in the poem, we sometimes face two options and can't decide
which is the right one. By presenting the traveler as a person who takes the road
that not many people choose to take, Frost sends his readers his philosophical idea
that sometimes we should be daring and make brave decisions in our lives, because
they will make all the "difference"- as they have done for the traveler.

